
African Blackwood Driftwood

European Walnut

Smoked Ash

Dark Mocha

Pairing aluminium’s proven strength and durability 
with a Super Durable powder coating such as 
DecoWood, DecoClad meets all needs. 

Use it horizontally for the traditional weatherboard 
look, gable ends and facades, or vertically as a 
contemporary feature.

HIGH QUALITY, DECORATIVE ALUMINIUM  

FINISHES AND PRODUCTS

BEAUTIFUL • DURABLE • SUSTAINABLE • EFFORTLESS • AUSTRALIAN • QUALITY • SELECTION

DECORATIVE FINISHES
AUSTRALIAN NATIVE SPECIES EXOTIC TIMBER SPECIES CONTEMPORARY TIMBER FINISHES

Silky Oak

Bush Cherry Teak WengeCasuarina Chestnut Western Red 

Snow Gum Kwila Antique WhiteBlackbuttAustralian Cedar American Oak Weathered Timber

IronbarkJarrah

Achieve effortless architectural style with the cool, clean 
and contemporary lines of DecoBatten. Use smaller 
DecoBattens vertically for a floating fence, or create a 
statement piece with oversized beams.

DECOBATTEN

DECODECK
Classic aluminium slat fences, gates 
and screens are coated with the 
luxurious DecoWood finish.

DecoSlat is here to make your life a 
whole lot easier. DECOSLAT

Imagine a tile splashback that is easy to clean, a glass splashback that is 
easy to install or a marble splashback that doesn’t cost a fortune.

A one of a kind aluminium splashback system, DecoSplash offers total 
creative freedom in your kitchen, bathroom and laundry. Choose from 100+ 
designs and images from the DecoSplash range or use your own.

DECOSPLASH

Whether to control light or air flow, or to add a timeless feature to your home or building, 
DecoWood aluminium louvres and shutters are the perfect timber alternative. Offering a timber 
look without the maintenance, louvres and shutters can be configured multiple ways to suit your 
application. DecoWood Louvres and Shutters are available in a wide range of styles including flat 
opening louvre windows, elliptical fixed or operable plantation shutters and more.

LOURVES & SHUTTERS

A first in aluminium decking systems, 
DecoDeck replicates the form, feel and 
appearance of natural timber decking with 
the Super Durable DecoWood wood grain 
finish.

DecoDeck is an ideal alternative to timber 
in bushfire-prone areas. The planks and all 
ancillary components are non-combustible.

DECOCLAD

Outdoor Decking
Fast To Install, No Painting

CONCRETE

Polished ConcreteLight Concreter

MARBLE & GRANITE

White Carrera

Granite

Dark Marble

Almond Marble

Charcoal Concrete


